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Motivation
The connected people of our days need to remember several passwords (15/20 as an usual average) 
to access different online services. Also, other sensitive personal information as bank pins, credit 
card numbers, account data, etc, need to be remembered but also protected of unauthorized access.

ClavesPC was planned thinking in solve this need and adding also an useful feature, the possibility 
of store “Secure Notes”, that means, any sort of text data that is confidential and important (as 
mails, notes, contracts, etc) all in only one file that is stored crypted on your hard disk and that can 
be accessed remembering only one master password.

Technical Details
You need to remember only one password to access all the personal data and you can run 
it even from a single pen drive (in computers with Windows XP installed). ClavesPC also 
run on Linux under Wine).  ClavesPC was developed with Dolphin Smalltalk, generating 
a compact To-Go exe of less than 900 KB that not need complex installations. Nonetheless 
a NSIS based installer is also provided.

Between its additional features it includes the setting of a timeout that closes the open file 
after some time if you aren't not working on it. Useful when you go for a coffe and forgot 
your passwords file open. 

The ClavesPC files aren't limited in size and you can store as many passwords and notes 
as you want and, as they are conventional files, you can backup them with your  current 
backup tool.

http://www.arsol.biz/
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Screenshots

Main window editing the file MisClaves.cpc (Passwords tab and Secure Notes tab)



Editing a Password object first and a Secure Note next



ClavesPC .cpc file edited with a normal text editor

Future Plans

Between our ideas to the future we are thinking on:

• An English version named “PassswordsPro”;
• A mobile version, to use on cell phones and handheld devices;
• A version to help networks and systems administrators to use safely the passwords of 

different  servers,  products,  etc,  specially  designed  to  IT  teams  that  need  to  share 
sensitive corporation data;

• More encryption algorithms;
• Other that current customers may ask... 

To buy ClavesPC visit: www.clavespc.com
To ask by info about ClavesPC send your mail to consultas@clavespc.com
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